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INTRODUCTION 
Universities and colleges, although confronted with increasing use 
of the automobile by staff and students, have neglected factual study of 
their parking and traffic problems. University administrators have, in 
general, looked at their auto problems in three ways. 
First is avoidance. Perhaps the auto is an undignified topic for 
consideration. Again it may be the assumption that by ignoring such a 
common mundane thing as the auto, the parking problem will go away, or 
maybe solve itself. 
Second is the parking decision based on an opinion or opinions. This 
may take the form of arbitrary restrictions or other assumptions as to 
what is "best". 
Finally, some university administrators have begun to acknowledge the 
processes of a free democratic philosophy of determining the facts as to 
what the people, collectively, think is "best". 
Dean Bennett of the University of Michigan (1) made the following 
observation; 
Positive organization of campus traffic and parking is 
essential to procurement and maintenance of personnel and the 
maintenance of operational efficiency. It can no longer be 
hinted to employees that the personal car is a luxury. 
If enroute travel of staff or students, and time at a campus terminal 
destination were efficiently organized, like competitive industry lays out 
a production site, the university community should gain enormous benefits. 
The personal car, where traffic and parking are planned for, can save the 
individual substantial amounts of time. The car provides completely flexible 
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routing and an infinity of varieties of destinations. 
But the auto's efficiency as a transportation system is being ques­
tioned. The parking space required in dense destination areas is viewed 
in some quarters as something unsound. In fact a vocal minority opposes 
any allocation of campus parking space for any more cars. 
One of the integral parts of any transportation system is the ter­
minal. In movement by motor vehicle the terminal phase, or parking, re­
quires considerable space for storage of the vehicle. Walking or the 
bus mode of travel may require terminals but not the need for storage 
space very close to a destination. 
Use by the public of three modes of travel, bus, walk, or auto, is 
not based on efficiency of use of terminal space but is based on service 
to the individual user. Transit bus systems, in some respects efficient 
carriers of persons, have experienced continuous erosion of passenger 
traffic. A declining industry cycle of fewer schedules and advancing fares 
is the present trend. Forced reduction of serx^ices to individual users 
has resulted as the bus has fallen from the travelling public's favor. 
Eventually the transit bus, like the streetcar before, begins to pass into 
history. In 199 cities of the United States transit bus service has ended 
during the past 10 years (2). 
The walking mode of travel has been shown in 1951 urban traffic en­
gineering research (3) to be able to attract about 50% of the persons 
who reside within 0.9 mile of their place of duty. Yet almost no attempt 
has been made to locate staff and employee housing within a travel peri­
meter attractive to those who would like to walk. More recent surveys, 
1963 , of U.S. travel to work (4) show 82% going to work by automobile, 14% 
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by transit, and k% walk. 
Only in the case of students do we have some attempt by university 
administrators, albeit violated in many examples, to locate dormitories, 
food facilities, and classrooms within reasonable distance for the walking 
mode of travel . Of course the decision can be made to force students to 
live on, or crowd them adjacent to a campus by prohibiting owning or 
driving cars by students. Some colleges (5) have banned student cars 
since 1926. In a free democratic society probably reductions in parking 
space demands could be realized if a realistic factual determination were 
made of what proportion of those who now drive could be attracted into 
desirable housing developments within walking distance of the campus, 
A remaining proportion who possibly could be attracted into buses, or-
other transit means, can then be accommodated with mass housing along mass 
transit routes. Finally, the proportion who remain with the automobile 
will have to bear some of the cost, in some manner, of providing terminal 
parking space. 
In academic institutions an overwhelming consideration is the competi­
tion for the utilization of available space. Most university administra­
tors have always placed a low priority on auto parking space. The problem 
is compounded by lack of budgeted funds and the staff's resistance to pay­
ment for an item that the staff tends to believe should be classed as a 
fringe benefit. The employee's parking space is an item that, as a fringe 
benefit, is generally furnished free of charge by nearly all other employers. 
University administrators, however, are beginning to recognize trans­
portation of their people to their places of duty as a problem worthy of 
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study. A study of movement of people to a campus involves all the usual 
modes of mobility - walking, bicycle, and mass transit, as well as the 
individual's automobile. 
The bicycle and the automobile require storage or parking space near 
the destination on campus. However, only the automobile parking terminal 
requires a large block of space at or near the person's place of duty. 
Lynch (6) makes the observation that: 
Without the ability to enter, leave, and move within it, 
to receive and transmit information or goods, space is of no 
value, however vast or rich in resource. A city or a large 
site can in fact be looked upon primarily as a communications 
net made up of roads, paths, rails, pipes, and wires. This 
system of flow is intimately related to the pattern of 
localized activities, or land use. The economic or cultural 
level of life is roughly in proportion to the capacity of the 
circulation system. 
In a free society the individual selects a mode of travel from 
alternate systems. Thus a site's dynamic beauty and attractiveness are 
related to the individual's frame of mind resulting from his use of his 
selected travel mode. 
Among other factors that influence an employee's decision as to the 
mode of movement that he selects and uses are: time, distance, weather, 
cost, and perhaps also the number of duties his employer and society ex­
pect of him. To some, accident exposure is also a consideration. 
The automobile can transport a person to his place of duty in 
5 minutes, a bus may take 25 minutes. Further, for the employee with a 
car, an almost totally independent schedule opens a multitude of opportuni­
ties to carry out many other diverse tasks. 
In fact it has been said that most inventions such as the automobile. 
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the telephone, and the electric light bulb that have attained such uni­
versal acceptance by man enhance the individuality and feelings of well 
being, as well as the joy of independence of the individual person. Such 
inventions serve the individual in the manner he wishes to be served. It 
is his to adjust and utilize or set aside as he pleases. 
Environmental conditions weigh heavily in favor of the automobile. 
The walking mode requires exposure*throughout a trip from an origin to a 
destination. Any bus or transit system requires varying distances of walk­
ing exposure at both ends of a trip. Of greater importance however, is 
the exposure while standing and waiting for a scheduled vehicle. Un­
pleasant exposures are usually required by a transit system. Such adverse 
experiences are nonexistant for the individual within his automobile even 
though the car driver, because of parking problems, may have walking ex­
posure to his final destination. 
An auto isolates the individual from the weather, the heat, cold, 
winds, rain, snow, unpleasant human beings, as well as many other 
environmental conditions. New automobiles are about 70% radio equipped, 
about 20% air conditioned, and most have heaters (4). With an estimated 
55% of automobiles garaged at home and the rest on an adjacent driveway or 
street, the auto provides an always ready, rapid, mobile personal environ­
ment that no other mode of travel can offer. 
As to distance, the national average one way trip to work is now 6.5 
miles long (7). For such distances transit or automobile travel is neces­
sary. But, as cited before, if people lived within 0.9 mile of their place 
of work then 50% would walk. However, very few policy decisions have de-
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veloped housing locations that allow use of the walking mode of travel. 
It would seem reasonable that some unknown percentage of the parking prob­
lem could be solved by close-in housing. Most schools such as Iowa State 
University have no plans for building nearby staff housing. Iowa State 
advises its host city that housing for the faculty will be left to private 
enterprise (8). The cost disadvantage of driving from home to work ids-
appears, since only the out of pocket cost is considered by most drivèrs. 
The car thus seems inexpensive for the trip to work. 
The human occupant of the automobile further treats the mobile environ­
ment like an extension of his home. It is a wheel equipped room, an en-
route private compartment, but even more, the auto is always for the per­
sonal service of one individual. 
His car provides the individual employee an exclusive moveable space 
where he can isolate himself from the cares of the job and the world while 
moving to and from work. To the office worker, his car is a moveable 
storage apace for reports, papers, books, and other items. Campus staff 
for example, have been observed reading and grading papers while illegally 
stopped somewhere in a parking lot, waiting for someone else to leave a 
parking space. 
The flexibility of the auto makes it possible to drive in a couple 
of minutes to any building with parking space available, conduct 5 or 10 
minutes of business, drop off or pick up items, and leave for any other 
destination. Such real time savings, and efficiencies of time attainable 
with the auto are not available to the users of any other mode of travel. 
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The efficient convenience of the auto is lost however, unless provision 
for short time turnover parking is provided at every campus building. In 
any event each building has to have parking and unloading space for vary­
ing types of service vehicles. 
Most difficulties the auto driver encounters in traffic congestion and 
in finding parking space are external to the cozy environment that the in­
dividual has within his private shell in his automobile. The space within 
the car is apparently never, or in some cases very little, associated with 
external difficulties in parking and traffic. So, even where delays occur, 
the auto occupant still feels secure and comfortable. And in most cases, 
the total of delay time doesn't equal required time via other travel 
modes. 
Most auto occupants do not like leaving the vehicle to conduct busi­
ness or for a snack. Where an auto driver must leave his vehicle he first 
searches for parking space at the front door. If he finds no space he may 
circle until space is available to him. In some studies 20% and more of 
the traffic movement observed is in motion hunting a parking space (9). 
Attacks are made against the automobile, an inanimate object, without 
analysis of the people, and the factors as to why people prefer travel in 
their automobiles. Arrows launched at the automobile miss almost completely 
the real target — people. 
The automobile, with its comfort, convenience, and universal utility 
to the person, has become the dominate mode of travel for the masses. 
Nationally, 82% of all workers commuting one-fourth or more miles arrive 
at their jobs by auto. Among blue collar industrial workers 86% arrive at 
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the job by auto and among white collar office and clerical workers 75% 
arrive by auto (4). 
As to college students, the residences of commuting students at one 
university show a doubling of both numbers and distances in the period be­
tween 193 9 and 1959. Many schools report that nearly one-half of their 
student body commute to classes by automobile (10). Experiments conducted 
at State College of Iowa by Professor Immerzeel with education by tele­
communication have shown great promise. Advanced mathematics classes 
have been taught across great distances using ordinary telephone wires in 
pairs. One long distance wire is for telelecture via telephone and the 
other wire for telewriter transmission of mathematical symbols, equations, 
etc., that are written or drawn by the professor as he lectures, A pro­
jection can also be made with a resulting presentation on a screen as if a 
long distance vue graph were being used. Such very economical systems 
along with the more expensive television should reduce or perhaps eliminate 
the need for students to commute by automobile. Thus telecommunication may, 
in the future, help alleviate the parking problems of student commuters. 
As promising as telecommunication seems to be, the development and 
utilization of such new technology is still experimental. In the meantime 
administrators of educational centers are faced with mounting problems with 
their employees and students use of the auto and concommitant demands for 
parking space. Study of the auto storage problem has been long neglected or 
only attacked in part and then generally without factual study. 
Campus administrators have no ready set of facts as to where their 
employees are housed. The new university employee in making a choice 
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of homesite finds no acceptable housing close to his job. When he does 
find housing, chances are no choice of travel mode, other than his car, 
is available to him. The university administrator seldom realizes that 
other factors, such as distance to suitable housing, but beyond walking 
distance, or lack of housing near bus services, causes his people to bring 
more cars onto the campus grounds. The campus administrator needs to know 
what change he may reasonably expect to induce in mode of travel used by 
staff and students. He may be able to change location of housing and other 
factors in the total environment so that he can reasonably expect "to at­
tain a change to a desired mode of travel simply by administrative policy 
changes. 
What proportion for instance of his staff would move next to the cam­
pus and walk if suitable close-in mass housing were built? What proportion 
of the employees would use bus service and what conditions might induce 
what numbers of bus riders? What allocation of space should be made for 
auto borne activity and car storage? What classes of users, or subclasses, 
in a free democratic society, could the campus administrator expect to 
serve and by what proportionate modes of travel could he induce staff tra­
vel if the really basic factors of acceptable and desirable housing loca­
tions, as well as academic parking facilities, are factually analyzed? 
Many college and university administrators need a more factual guide 
or a systematic approach to their parking and traffic problems. Also, 
campus planners, preoccupied with the static beauty of the site tend to 
neglect the functional portion of the traffic circulation and parking en­
vironment which should be a part of the whole dynamic beauty of an academic 
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site. 
The car may be the mode selected, or, as previously noted, use of 
the auto may be forced by circumstances. For whatever the reason, the car 
is the mode now used by the vast majority of university people. For plan­
ning purposes a university administrator needs to know details as to the 
proportionate use by employees of the available modes of travel to work. 
This knowledge provides him with a set of facts as a starting point from 
which he can create the conditions in the total environment, whereby each 
employee can comfortably arrive at his place of duty. Each person can use 
his selected mode of travel and still report to the job in a pleasant frame 
of mind. 
Facilities for the car require careful study and arrangement on the 
site plan. The car needs a space allocation with consideration for parking 
as a part of the total educational plant. The dynamic space for traffic 
and parking then takes its place beside the static spaces for buildings, 
for grounds, and other items in the total educational plant. Suggested . 
means for factual analysis of college and university parking is presented. 
A general pattern or method for gathering data on proportions or modes of 
trave 1 and prediction of parking space demands as well as the location of 
parking facilities is outlined in this study. 
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PURPOSE 
The basic purpose of this study is to formulate a procedure for gather­
ing factual data on university staff parking and its use to predict park­
ing demand.. Also it outlines a procedure to evaluate staff use of other 
travel modes, realizing that parking is the destination service to people. 
Parking is really only the end result of a complicated chain of circum­
stances causing the people to daily select the automobile mode of travel. 
The study sets out to evaluate facts as to existing proportionate use, as 
well as a few reasons for that usage, of different travel modes on the 
Iowa State University campus. 
Against the existing .modes of travel, the parking demand that 
existed at two or more periods in time, provides a beginning basis for trend 
forecasting and factual planning. Those beginning two points in time, 
with subsequent time series addition of factual data, provide the basis for 
a start at factual prediction to help in policy guidance. The prediction, 
however weak it may be, can be based on a mathematical projection equation 
derived from the set of information. 
Later at intervals of three to five years, given the "before" set of 
data, the "after" study sequence of the data can be made. Modifications of 
the "trend" equations can then be carried out and a factual and meaningful 
test of predicted effects of administrative policy decisions can be made. 
The "before" and "after" study provides the data against which changes in 
policy are then measured. 
Another purpose of the study was to test the procedure in an actual 
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situation on the Iowa State campus and record the information. 
A more nebulous purpose was to throw more light on that portion of 
daily life represented by the trip between the living and working environ­
ments. It would seem that these portions of the day which have been 
characterized as among the greatest of inefficiencies of American life, 
could be a great deal improved. 
In summary then, the purposes are to evaluate parking as to some of 
the outside causes, to record existing supply against existing demand, to 
provide a guide to locate the centers of demand, to provide a guide for 
parking space needs as related to classes of building floor areas, to pro­
ject future demands, and to provide a guide in the form of a mathematical 
prediction equation of parking permit growth. And finally, in some, way, 
indicate the numbers of actual parking spaces that need to be planned for. 
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SCOPE 
This research is limited to the Iowa State University campus and is 
confined to a study of that part of the environment dealing with the dy­
namics of modes of travel and the terminal phase, or the parking, of the 
automobile mode. The scope includes a determination of proportionate use, 
or the mode percentages, of travel used by Iowa State University faculty 
and staff in going to and from work. The study locates their home origins 
at a couple of points in time, 1956 and 1960, and their parking locations. 
Generalization of procedure from study of one campus is of course rather 
weak, but the scope, had to be limited to one campus. 
Student, visitor, and other classes of traffic were not included in 
the scope of this study since data was not available. 
A periodic restudy of traffic data at two or more points in time is 
necessary to establish "trends". This became possible when the Iowa 
Highway Commission conducted an origin - destination survey of Ames and 
Iowa State University four years after the initial 1956 origins, traffic 
modes, and parking of faculty and staff was determined. The Highway Com­
mission's 1960 survey provided basic data only for the automobile mode of 
travel Thus, with some minor discrepancy of data, a valid determination 
of home origins of the auto users among faculty and staff and their park­
ing could be determined at a second point from trip and purpose data. 
Parking analysis and destinations of faculty and staff were made from 
both sets of factual data. A building floor area to parking ratio, based 
upon use of the auto mode of travel was prepared. A turnover and car 
accumulation chart was developed. Centroids of the parking desire 
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accumulated by groups of buildings was determined. 
It is beyond the scope of this study to determine how many staff 
would be retained under forced walking conditions. Also the results to be 
expected by other policy decisions of university administrators remain for 
future studies. 
Within the scope of this study 4 sets of data were used. First, the 
1956 staff survey of travel and parking provided data as to staff origins 
and modes of travel at one point in time. 
Second, the 1960 origin and destination study of the Ames urban area 
provided a second set of data as to changes in staff origins after a 4 year 
interval. The 1960 study was designed to provide campus destinations to 
buildings at half hour intervals. 
Third, continuous annual records of staff parking permits issued were 
available at the physical plant going back from 1955 to 1953. 
Fourth, many years of records of the business office as to numbers of 
full time equivalent staff were available. Thus, although staff numbers 
eligible for parking permits would have been more useful, the numbers of full 
time equivalent staff could be tabulated for each year against numbers of 
staff parking permits from 1953 through 1965. 
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THE 1956 AND 1960 SURVEYS 
, An orderly arrangement of data gathering had to be developed to be 
sure of adequate and fairly reliable information. It was decided that 
sampling would be more difficult than a total survey and that individual 
origins and destinations were needed to better evaluate home locations as 
well as parking demand at buildings and lots. Also no information for use 
in random sampling design was available about classes and ranks of staff. 
The administration's support was solicited so that a full coverage 
survey could be carried out through the Deans and Department Heads who 
monitored the returns. By this procedure an 82% return was obtained from 
the 1956 survey which, including processing, cost about $1,200.00. 
The survey questionnaire, Appendix D, had to be designed to provide 
coverage of the desired information. Parking is not merely the study of 
the end or destination of a trip. Something has to be known about the 
origin of a trip and why the origin is located where it is. A trip in 
traffic surveys is the single purpose one way travel between origin and 
destination stops; or, in other words, ignoring delays for traffic reasons, 
a trip is travel between the point where movement for a purpose began, or 
the origin, to where it ended, the destination. 
In the survey, the home origin of the trip, the mode of travel used 
in making the trip, and the destination office building were obtained. 
Also the time that the trips were made and where the vehicle was usually 
parked were asked for. The data was placed on 2433 punch cards. 
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Some questions were selected to bring out some attitudes on use of 
cars and the bus. And finally, some information in regard to parking lots 
was asked for. 
The Origin and Destination Survey of 1960 was a standard type method 
No. 1 of the Bureau of Public Roads and carried out by the Iowa Highway 
Commission. A brief explanation can be found in the Manual of Traffic 
Engineering Studies (11). 
A total of 28,329 duplicate data cards and original interview data 
sheets were obtained from the Iowa Highway Commission. These were processed 
to obtain the 10,098 trips entering the campus during the 16 hours of in­
terviewing. The 16 hours of interviewing was made up of 8 hours from 6 
A.M. to 2 P.M. on one day of the 3rd week in May, 1960. The other 8 hours 
was from interviews conducted from 2 P.M. to 10 P.M. on the same day of 
the following week. 
Of the 10,098 trips into the campus, 3,068 crossed the campus and 
7,030 reported a campus building as their intended destination. In the 
A.M. period there were 2,904 who reported going to work as their purpose. 
Arrival and departure data was obtained on a half hourly basis to and from 
each building so that a continuous number of vehicles accumulated for each 
half hour at each building could be calculated. A summary of traffic for 
the Ames urban area was published in 1962 by the Iowa Highway Commission 
(12). 
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COMPILATION OF DATA AND RESULTS 
The selected data in the 6 Appendices should be very useful to campus 
planners concerned with evaluation and projection of campus parking require­
ments. The study presents the trends of home origin and parking changes 
at Iowa State University with data from two points in time, 1956 and 1960. 
I 
In general there are 2 presentations in the Appendices, summary first and 
detailed information second, for selected sets of data on the 2433 cards 
of the 1956 survey, and 28,329 cards of the 1960 survey. 
Information from the University annual financial reports (13) and 
from the parking permit records of the Physical Plant were used to obtain 
staff numbers and employee parking permits issued. The staff numbers are 
the total of all staff regularly appointed with the number reduced to a 
full time equivalent basis by the business office. No data was available 
for the years going back to 1953 to reduce the full time equivalent numbers 
to staff eligible for parking privileges. Staff numbers eligible for park­
ing should be recorded if possible in the future. 
Selected data was compiled to form the Appendices A through F. The 
ratio of parking area required, Table 1, can be estimated to be about 30% 
of the total amount of Iowa State campus floor area in use. The greater 
the amount of office space in a building. Table 2, the nearer the parking 
space requirements approach a ratio of 1 to 1 and thus equal the building 
area. In most cases office buildings also contain classroom and laboratory 
space and thus, in general, reduce parking area to about 50% of building 
floor area. Table 2 indicates the number of parking spaces needed at each 
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building to serve the car accumulations in May, 1960. The estimates of 
car accumulation, based on 1960 information, need to be modified up or 
down according to modal trends detected in subsequent réévaluation surveys. 
Data should be compiled on a continuing annual schedule for réévaluation 
purposes. 
Table 3 indicates the extent to which people use their cars even for 
very short trips. About 33%, or 705 staff of the 2130.who drove their cars, 
had home origins adjacent to campus in districts 40, 41, 42, 43, 51, 52, 
61, and 71. Most of the drivers from the above districts reside within an 
easy 3 to 6 block walking distance. And, although no follow up was attempted 
it would seem that the 1956 and 1964 fee increases, resulting in drops of 
100 or more from the expected parking permits issued, as shown on the plot 
in Figure 2, would be, by and large, those living on or adjacent to campus 
electing to leave their cars at home. 
No correlation between rank of appointment, Table 4, and use of the 
auto was detected. The University policy arbitrarily sets over one-half 
time employment as necessary for issuance of a parking permit. 
Table 4 indicates about 11%, or 271 of the 2433 who returned a ques­
tionnaire, were appointed for less than one-half time. In Table 9, about 
14%, or 335 of the 2433 who returned the questionnaire, expect to drive in 
the future. But since only 303, Table 5, of the 2433 reported no driving, 
it would seem that nearly all expect to drive cars to campus in the future. 
Also, depending on interpretation of the question, it would seem that a 
portion of those who now drive only occasionally expect to make greater 
use of their cars in the future. 
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Table 5 is a summary of travel mode used. About 88% drive, 11% 
walk, 1% take the bus, and a very small group use the bicycle occasionally. 
Thus, as a whole, about 12% of staff never require on campus space for 
parking cars. Examination of Table 8, where more detailed analysis can be 
made, shows that within a few groups, such as Home Economics, about 20% of 
the staff do not drive. 
Table 6 details the home origin which can be located on Map 13. Of 
significance is the fact that 35%, or 747 of the 2130 who drive, feel they 
need their car on the campus. Commuting distance to campus is important 
for increasing people per car, Map 11, since only 10%, or 2 50 of the 2433 
staff, do any car pooling. Of all the car pooling reported, 51%, or 12 7 of 
the 250, were from zone 9, Map 13, or from outside the Ames area. 
Table 7 shows the detailed district by district mode of travel. Some 
observations on human behavior in selection of housing location were made 
in the introduction. The automobile with its free mobility has truly 
added free choice of housing to the fifth freedom of mobility as evidenced 
on Map 12, by the rapidly increasing numbers of staff who have home origins 
in the outlying quadrants. 
Table 8 details the numbers of staff people officed in each building, 
and from the 82% returns those reporting driving or not driving. Frequency 
of driving indicates very few staff drive occasionally. Most people who 
drive do so nearly all of the time. 
The 1960 origin and destination survey 4 years later gave an oppor­
tunity to tabulate the maximum accumulation of vehicles at each building 
from people going to work so this column was added for comparative informa­
tion. Car pooling was more evident among physical plant, building 36, 
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employees who, in general, are more likely to arrive for work at the same 
time. Buildings with many office employees show high proportions living 
in university housing and driving. At the time of the survey many secre­
taries living in university-owned married student housing adjacent to the 
campus, Map 12, were allowed parking privileges. About 10%, or 222 of the 
2130 who drive, came from university married student housing. Of those 
reporting their home origin on campus, district 40, there were 8 who drive 
and 11 who walk. 
Table 9 shows some behavior and attitudes reported from the 1955 
survey. 
Table 10 details the parking Ipts that the staff reported using. Other 
parking surveys in cities such as Des Moines document sufficient capacity 
overall but nearly always with spot deficiencies near the active traffic 
generators (14). A total of 252 deficiencies near campus centers were 
reported in the 1956 survey results. 
The charts of Appendix B present the half hourly patterns of arrival 
and departure as well as accumulation from the 1960 survey of vehicles. 
In each case the arrival of vehicles is plotted from the bottom and de­
parture is plotted from the top of the chart. Other plots have been de­
veloped (15) but a plot from above and below or- of departure and arrival 
seems to give a better visual presentation of the traffic to and from 
buildings. Immediately below the arrival and departure presentation is 
the accumulation curve. Accumulation represents a continuous half hourly 
addition of vehicles arriving minus those departing during the same half 
hour. Tlie resulting number of vehicles when added algebraically to the 
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number of vehicles remaining, or accumulated from the previous half hour 
indicates the number of vehicles still at a destination. The accumulation 
is done in sequence and the plotted results provide a parking capacity 
planning guide at the maximum accumulation. Buildings where vehicles remain 
parked only a short time need fewer parking spaces in relation to total 
vehicles served than those buildings where parked vehicles remain all day. 
Table 8 has a column for 1960 vehicle accumulation at each building. \ 
Peaks did not occur at the same time at each building and thus totals were 
about 3 00 vehicles higher than shown on Chart 1 which presents the maximum 
all campus accumulation of 2000 vehicles. 
Chart 1 includes the arrival, departure and car accumulation at all 
buildings, Map 1, for the 7,03 0 cars destined to buildings from the 8 
entrances to campus shown on Map 11. Map 11 indicates 10,098 cars entered 
the campus but 3,068 had a destination beyond and thus crossed through the 
campus. The origin and destination survey of May, 1960 included all car 
drivers and the purpose of their trip onto the campus. 
Very little useful data on when staff members actually drove to campus 
was obtained on the 1956 questionnaire. Results indicated all staff re­
ported on the questionnaire when they were supposed to begin and end work, 
8 a.m. and 5 p.m. and not the time they actually drove or travelled to and 
from work. Thus no useable trip data was obtained in the 1956 survey. The 
1960 survey filled in with the actual arrivals and departures not obtained 
in 1956. Further the 1960 survey included drivers with business or other 
work destinations who drove to and from buildings and thus a more complete 
accumulation chart could be presented. 
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Chart 2 presents the west campus arrival, departure, and accumulation 
of vehicles including both Groups I and II as shown on Maps 2 and 3. Chart 
6 is Group I, Map 2. Charts 7 through 12 are arrival, departure, and ac­
cumulation of vehicles at buildings or a group of buildings of Group I. 
Chart 13 is Group II, Map 3, including the buildings in the same group 
chart. Chart 3 is the east campus with Groups III and IV on Maps 4 and 
5. Chart 14 is Group III and Chart 15 is Group IV. Charts 16 through 19 
are buildings of Group IV. Chart 4 is the north campus with Groups V and 
VI on Maps 6 and 7. Chart 20 is Group V on Map 5. Charts 21, 22, and 23 
are buildings of Group V. Chart 24 is Group VI on Map 7. Charts 25 through 
29 are buildings of Group VI. Chart 5 is the south central campus, Group 
VII which includes the 2 buildings located on Map 8. 
Map 1 shows the campus buildings by general location and number. 
Names of buildings are in numerical order in Table 8 and the building names 
are alphabetical in Table 2, with the buildings named and numbered in ad­
jacent columns. Maps 2 through 8 show groups of buildings named and num­
bered with the parking demand centroid from Computation 5 plotted with 
references to 0, 0 coordinate at the Campanile, building 43. The overall 
campus parking centroid is on Map 11. 
Map 9 is for historical comparison showing only 705 parking spaces in 
1939. A survey in 1956 reported a staff and employee parking lot capacity 
of 2160 spaces, Table 10. And Map 10 shows growth of campus parking to 4320 
spaces, including students and others, from a 1963 campus parking spaces 
survey. On Map 10 the parking lots are numbered as in Table 10. 
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Map 11 shows the number of cars entering the campus of which 7,03 0 
went to buildings and 3,068 crossed the campus during the 16 hour period 
of the traffic interviews. Map 12 illustrates the shift of housing ori­
gins away from the campus. For correlation between the sets of data the 
1960 interviews were for only those reporting going to work in the first 
6 hour period. The 2904 origins were then transferred from tracts and 
blocks to the 1956 zones and districts for comparison. Maps 13, and 14 
locate zones and districts for the 1956, and tracts and blocks for the 1960 
surveys respectively. All growth of university housing of employees during 
the 4 years, 1956 to 1960, took place in the radius beyond walking distance. 
And by 1960 a far greater proportion were housed so the automobile was 
their only choice of mode to work. Thus the automobile has enabled the 
university to grow in its employment. The university has, in effect, 
brought to itself the parking problem instead of the problem of housing 
its staff. 
Data 1 illustrates the staff questionnaire used in the 1956 survey. 
Data 2 shows the layout of the columns for card punch from the question­
naire. Data 3 is the coding index used for punching data within the 
columns. Standard origin and destination interview and card forms (11) 
of the 1960 survey are. readily available and thus not reproduced herein. 
Figure 1 plots the equations derived from 13 years of data, 1953-
65, as summarized in computation 1 and derived in computations 2 and 3. In 
each case both a first degree linear and a second degree parabolic equation 
was derived and plotted. The linear slope or annual growth, Computation 2, 
of equivalent full time staff was 145.5 added numbers per year with a cor-
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relation coefficient with data of 0.9905. The second degree curve equation 
improved the correlation coefficient slightly to 0.9954. It was pointed 
out earlier that no data were available as to the number of staff who 
were eligible for parking permits. It would require a great change in the 
proportions of fractional staff, since 4 graduate assistants appointed one-
quarter time equal one equivalent full time staff member, to have any 
significant effect on the annual equivalent full time staff numbers. Thus, 
changes that might have occurred would probably have little or no effect 
on the derived prediction equations. 
In any case prediction equations should only be used for general 
guides. Subsequent data refinement must be used to firm up the confidence 
you can place on prediction equations. Either equation could be used as 
a guide for predications but only continuation of the plot in subsequent 
years will indicate which equation fits better. Recalibration of the model 
and derivation of new equations should be carried out periodically after ob­
taining more refined data and especially after changes in fees and regula­
tions. 
The trend equation for 13 years of growth 1953-65, of parking permits 
issued shows a growth of 133.8 added cars per year or 11.7 less growth per 
year than equivalent full time staff growth. This small difference per­
haps indicates an increasing proportion of part time graduate students on 
the staff who by policy decision are not allowed to obtain staff parking 
permits, or possibly, a reduction in permits for student wives who work as 
secretaries. No attempt was made to evaluate the proportions of part time 
and full time staff or the changes in staff who acquire permits since data, 
as indicated, were not available. 
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The procedure used for derivation of prediction equations is the 
least square principle of obtaining a mathematical equation that best 
represents a set of statistical data. Many disciplines, including traffic 
engineering (16), use the least squares principle. A simultaneous set of 
normal equations must be solved to obtain the coefficients in the predic­
tion equations. Correlations indicate how dispersed the statistical data 
points are with respect to the line represented by the derived equation. 
Computations 2 and 3 place the Y axis where X = 0 at the mid year, 
1959, of the set of data. This procedure considerably shortens the compu­
tation process. Computation 4, where 8 years of data, 1956-63, were used, 
places the Y axis where X = 0 at the beginning year 1956. In the shortened 
procedure of Computations 2 and 3 the Y is equal to'a'which is the Y inter­
cept where, X = 0 and Y = a, at the mid point of the equation for the 
statistical data. Whereas the Y,which is the average of the Y values, in 
Computation 4 is not the same as the Y intercept point*a'where X = 0, since 
Y is the mid point of the derived line and point'a'is now the beginning of 
the line. 
Computation 3 is the derivation of the parking projection equations 
for the 13 year growth data, 1953-65. The correlation coefficient for the 
first degree linear equation was very good at 0.9720. The second degree 
curve correlation, as expected, was slightly better at 0.9806. 
Examination of the plotted points for actual permits issued reveals 2 
discrepencies or sudden drops in the growth. One drop occurred from 1955 
to 1956 and the other from 1963 to 1964. A check revealed that fee in­
creases, from $1.00 to $3.00, and from $3.00 to $10.00, coincided in each 
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case with the reduced issuance of about 100 parking permits below what 
normal annual growth would have predicted. Evidence of some elasticity of 
demand for parking based on price changes was brought out by the set of 
data. 
A check of data for the 8 year growth, 1956-1963, between fee changes 
was made and Figure 2 plotted. Computation 1 provides the summary and 
Computation 4 details the derivations for the 1956-63 set of data. The 
data reveals a more curved recovery of growth rates. The linear deriva­
tion revealed 168.3 permits growth per year or a slope of 22.8 more park­
ing permits per year than the 13 year equivalent full time staff growth of 
145.5 per year. Computation 3 of the 13 year parking permit data had re­
vealed that growth was 11.7 less per year than growth of equivalent full 
time staff. 
The linear first degree correlation coefficient was the lowest at 
0.9685 of all the data for which equations were derived. On the other hand 
the second degree curve had a correlation coefficient which was the highest 
at 0.9959 of any derivation. This would seem to indicate an increasing 
willingness on the part of staff to pay the higher parking permit fees as 
time goes on after a fee has been raised and staff slowed the buying of 
parking permits. The curve rise toward the end of the 8 year, 1956-63, 
growth period shows almost double the annual 145.5 linear growth of staff. 
Computation 5 provides calculations as to the coordinate location of 
the theoretical centers of parking demand for the campus as a whole, Map 
11, and for building Group I, Map 2, building Group II, Map 3, building 
Group III, Map 4, building Group IV, Map 5, building Group V, Map 6, 
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building Group VI, Map 7, and building Group VII, Map 8. Theoretically a 
parking garage or lot would be best located at the coordinate centroids. 
Thus a parking location or building group parking can be served best at or 
near any of the centroid points. Coordinates of a centroid can be calcu­
lated for any combination of building groups by this method (17). 
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PROJECTIONS 
The use of building floor area has long been the basis for deciding 
parking area requirements but has never been used at Iowa State University. 
Based on results of this study the parking area required can be estimated, 
Table 1, to be about 30% of the total future campus floor area. However, 
use of the 0.3 0 ratio can lead to undersupply as well as oversupply of 
parking at particular buildings. Selective study of building uses, 
Table 2, indicates that careful analysis of each building, for office and 
other areas, must be made if any reasonably accurate prediction, of traf­
fic generation and numbers of parking spaces, is to be developed. 
Any building might require up to a 1 to 1 parking to floor area ratio 
depending on uses of areas, as well as the numbers of different classes of 
staff who are to be housed within the building. The classes of staff who 
are to have parking permits must be established by permit regulations if 
a realistic prediction of parking requirements for a building or a group 
of buildings is to be made. Under a given set of regulations the numbers 
of staff and parking permit ratios remain almost constant. 
Generally the uses of building areas are not presented in sufficient 
detail to be useable as a source of data to predict parking needs. On 
the other hand student and staff predictions are carried out by nearly all 
colleges and universities. Data on future staff should provide the start­
ing point for parking needs predictions. Also ratios of parking space 
needs based on staff can be used wherever staff numbers have been assigned 
to a projected building. 
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A method of predicting staff parking.needs is presented herin based 
on predictions of staff numbers. The numbers of future staff and students 
are of course used to predict building needs. The building needs are 
converted to building areas which in turn, using a floor area to parking 
area ratio, are used to predict the parking area requirements. The first 
approach to a parking area prediction would then be by a floor area to 
parking area ratio. 
Secondly, using staff numbers, parking permit regulations expected, 
-and predictions as to the staff's modes of travel, the parking space 
needs from vehicle accumulation patterns expected should be predicted di­
rectly from the staff numbers to be assigned to a building. Thus the 
amount of parking need can be determined from 2 approaches and the results 
compared and evaluated. Having 2 predictions of parking needs should en­
hance the value of planning data. 
No prediction was made of the 1970 parking needs by the first method 
using projected building floor area and a ratio to indicate parking area 
requirements. Using the second method, the recommended prediction of staff 
parking need for Iowa State University is as follows; 
1. Staff prediction equations from 13 years data, 1953-65, assuming 
continued growth, were projected to 1970. The results, Computation 1, in­
dicate a staff size of about 5200. The 2 derived equations project values 
from 4970 on the linear to 5430 on the curve equations. 
2. Staff parking permits, by cross checking 4 predictors, a. 4320 
and 4890, b. 4450 and 4470, c. 4450, d. 4320 and 4420, indicated about 
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4450 staff parking permits in 1970 for the projected 5200 equivalent full 
time staff. 
a. The 13 years of growth data, 1953-65, Computation 1, and the 
2 derived planning equations predict 4320 on the linear and 4890 
on the curve equation, as the number of staff parking permits 
to be expected in 1970. 
b. Assuming no price or policy changes to 1970, the 8 years of 
growth between fee changes, 1956-63, Computation 1, and the 2 
equations derived and offset at 1964 predict 4450 on the linear 
and 4470 on the curve equation, as the number of staff parking 
permits to be expected in 1970. 
c. Assuming about 10%, Table 4, are half-time and by policy cannot 
buy staff parking permits, the 5200 equivalent full time staff 
reduces by 5% to 4940 staff eligible for parking permits. As­
suming about 90%, Table 5, of those eligible will purchase per­
mits, the 1970 prediction by this approach is 4450 parking per­
mits . 
d. The 13 years of growth, 1953-65, of staff and parking permits 
show that a consistent 83% to 85% of the equivalent full time 
staff have obtained parking permits. This method, 83% to 85% 
of the 5200 predicted equivalent full time staff predicts 4320 
to 4420 parking permits for 1970. 
3. Finally the number of actual parking spaces needed on the ground 
was cross checked with the 2 sets of 1956 and 1960 survey data. The 2 
sets of data from 1956 and 1960 show that the accumulation of vehicles is 
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about 82% of the staff parking permits issued. And that staff parking 
permits issued are about 85% of equivalent full time staff. Combining the 
2 percentages indicates 70% of equivalent full time staff should predict 
the number of actual installed parking spaces needed for the expected ac­
cumulation of vehicles in 1970, For 1970, 3650 spaces are needed. 
a. Parking lot usage in the 1956 study, Table 10, is 1988 parked 
vehicles which is 82.5% of the 2415 staff parking permits 
issued that year, Computation 1. 
b. For going to work the maximum accumulation of cars for best 
service to the buildings in the 1960 study, Table 8 is 2302 
parked vehicles which is 81.5% of the 2850 staff parking per­
mits issued that year. Computation 1. 
c. The number of staff parking permits as 85% of equivalent full 
time staff was developed in number 2, d, previously. 
d. The predicted numbers of staff parking spaces in 1970 are 3650 
or 82.0% of the 4450 predicted staff parking permits for 1970 
which is in turn 85.5% of the 5200 predicted equivalent full 
time staff for 1970. The 3 650 parking spaces predicted for 1970 
is 70.0% of the 5200 equivalent full time staff predicted for 
1970. Of course, to this value must be added the student, visitor 
and service parking spaces which were not predicted in this study. 
4. For predicting the number of short time parking spaces at each 
building or adjacent group of buildings a ready estimation can be obtained 
from the small but regular half hourly change or turnover shown at the base 
of the arrival as well as the top of the departure graphs on the charts 
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in Appendix B. 
The continuous arrivals and departures indicated at the base and top 
respectively, of the half hourly diagrams are indicative of the short time 
turnover or service parking needed at each building. For example, Chart 
17 would indicate that Dairy Industry and Agricultural Annex together 
needed about 12 short time turnover spaces. The 12 short time parking 
spaces need to be at or near the building entrances to efficiently serve 
the people going to and from these buildings. This information was plotted 
from the 1960 survey which intercepted only vehicle drivers passing through 
the 8 stations surrounding the campus area. For these people parking at 
any distance from the building would require walking times greater than 
the short time they spend within a building. 
5. Another use of the charts. Appendix B, is for traffic capacity 
of entrances and exits. The steep one half hour arrival or departure of 
vehicles indicates the amount of moving traffic and thus the traffic 
capacity that is needed. For example, the above cited Chart 17 indicates 
that about 40 vehicles depart from 11:30 to 12:00 noon. And, about 50 
vehicles arrive just before 1:00 p.m. If future hours of duty can be ex­
pected to remain about the same as now, then predictions of traffic flow 
volumes can be made from the maximum accumulations of vehicles expected 
at a building. It appears that about half of the maximum accumulation of 
vehicles can be expected to arrive or depart within a one half hour period. 
Staff parking requirements are also based on an analysis of the 
various proportionate uses of modes of travel. Any expected change in 
the uses of different modes involves careful analysis of parking permit 
cost, distance to housing, bus service, as well as policy regulations. 
A factoring adjustmentment can be used to estimate changes that can 
be expected in the predictions. For example, the increase in cost of a 
future parking permit from $10.00 to $20.00 could probably be expected 
to reduce the number of parking permits by 5% or more. Thus a 0.95 factor 
should be applied to the predicted 4450 parking permits for 1970 if such 
an increase is contemplated. 
Care must be taken however, since gradual acceptance of a price change 
may accelerate with time. This is evident in the compounded increase 
rate in automobile parking permits during thg. 8. years, 1956-63, between 
fee changes. Computation 1. A parabolic shaped curve with an annual in­
crease of 300 to 500 parking permits toward the end of the period best 
fits the data. It may be that the university administrator has a recurring 
parking problem which cannot be factored. In any event continuous analysis 
of parking and traffic is needed to detect trends. 
If it is decided to formulate a policy goal to change the proportionate 
pattern of travel modes and parking needs, a factual measurement "before* 
and "after" is required. Only by studies as outlined herein can factual 
evaluation be made to determine if the "walk" mode can in fact be increased 
from 11% to 15% over a period of time. A vigorous staff housing policy 
near the campus might even strive for a 20% walking staff. Or private high 
rise apartment development near the campus might be encouraged and increase 
the proportion of the walking mode of travel. Also bus subsidization, bus 
service, and restrictive parking controls might force the bus mode from 1% 
to 10% or even more. Any of these modal changes will affect the numbers 
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of parking spaces predicted and "before" as well as "after" studies are 
needed to watch and see a little better where we are going. 
Periodic recalibration of the mathematical models and "after" 
measurements of parking and modal measurements are recommended. Obtaining 
more and more refined predictions should aid the campus administrator and 
help guide him in shaping the future campus. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Colleges and universities are spending hundreds of millions for cam­
pus construction while knowing very little if anything about the living, 
travel, and parking environment of their people. For small sums of 10 to 
25 cents per staff member they could make factual comparisons, before 
and after, of the effect of policy decisions and make better application 
of the investment of capital in campus development. The campus travel and 
parking facilities should be considered along with classrooms, offices and 
buildings as part of the total educational installation. 
Any college or university can, by procedures presented herein, arrive 
at its own factual situation, and make realistic future measurements of its 
goals. Periodic restudy each 3 to 6 years should be conducted by every 
college and university. To make meaningful "before" and "after" studies 
however, continuous records must be kept by each college and university. 
In order to have meaningful planning data for analysis of parking, 
colleges and universities need to examine the records they are keeping. 
1. Annual records during the peak season should be kept of all classes 
of student and staff parking permits issued. 
2. It is not enough, however, to know how many parking permits are 
issued. The number of students and staff who are eligible for parking per­
mits as well as those not eligible must be recorded. 
3. With proper annual statistical records, predictor equations derived 
from the trend data are useful and more reliable. Future planning can become 
more scientific and factual. 
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The periodic studies at 3 to 6 year intervals should be complete traf­
fic and parking studies. 
1. The origins of staff and students should be determined to detect 
changes in residence away from or closer to the campus. 
2. The modes of travel used by all categories or classifications of 
staff and students should be determined in order to detect changes and to 
compare with the records as to parking permits and those eligible but not 
purchasing the permits. 
3. The actual times of travel to and from the campus should be deter­
mined and not the standard 8 A.M. to 5 P.M. duty times. 
4. The destination parking areas and office or classroom building 
destinations should be determined. 
5. Some information on the attitudes of the staff and students is 
also useful. 
If registration of students, and staff employment information are com­
puter processed for annual directory publication then an annual origin or 
destination plot on a tabular map coordinate sheet can easily be obtained. 
Computer programs are available that can print out in a tabular format by 
vertical and horizontal map coordinates a simulated origin as well as a 
destina.tiçn map. The origin or residence coordinates and the destination, 
whether parking, office, or, classroom, coordinates of each person on the 
campus can be visually presented quickly and at reasonable cost. The tabular 
coordinate sheet presents density marks or numbers in any track or block by 
coordinate position on the print out sheet. 
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Data as to mode of travel and the actual times of travel will still 
have to be periodically surveyed by questionnaire or by origin and destina­
tion interviews of traffic. An estimate of parking and traffic capacities 
is needed to plan for the total space requirements on a campus. It is 
from the time of travel and mode of travel data that traffic and parking 
capacities can be determined. Mode of travel data can be tabulated and 
mapped, but time of travel and parking data is best presented on the arrival, 
departure and accumulation chart. 
Charts of arrival, departure and accumulation of vehicles will aid col­
leges and universities in planning for the optimum number of spaces needed 
for both short time and long time parking. 
1. A half hour plot of arrivals and a similar inverted plot of depart­
ures will indicate the numbers of short time parking spaces at any building 
or group of buildings. 
2. The accumulation plot indicates the maximum number of spaces needed 
to park the vehicles that accumulate on a campus. 
3. The time of day when the maximum number of vehicles are parked on 
the campus is also available on the accumulation plot. 
4. The traffic capacity of the entrances and exits to parking areas 
are indicated on the arrival and departure plots by the numbers of vehicles 
arriving or departing in the peak half hour of movement. 
5. From the origin and destination or the questionnaire data, centroid 
computation of the parking demand at buildings will aid in the optimum 
location of parking facilities. 
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Any college or university can modify the procedures developed in this 
study according to its own policies and arrive at a factual measurement of 
the situation prevailing on its campus. 
1. If staff has been predicted for a particular building, group of 
buildings, or the entire campus, then, under housing and travel conditions 
similar to those at Iowa State University, a college or university can ex­
pect about 85% of the equivalent full time staff will acquire parking per­
mits. To accommodate the accumulation of vehicles a college or university 
will need a number of staff parking spaces that is about 70% of the numbers 
of equivalent full time staff. These percentages can be modified up or down 
after measurement and evaluation of policy effects on a campus. 
2. Both the parking needs predicted from staff numbers and the esti­
mates of parking areas from predicted building floor areas can in the future 
be cross checked. Thus 2 approaches can be used to predict the parking needs 
of the staff. Under conditions similar to those at Iowa State University 
the staff parking area should be at a ratio of 0.50 of building floor area 
where some staff offices are located, but, depending on numbers of staff 
offices, the parking area required may approach 1 to 1. 
Colleges and universities should set up policy goals and estimate their 
effects. Then when the periodic restudy takes place the "after" results 
can be measured against the situation "before". The anticipated effects of 
policy changes can then be factually determined as, short of, or beyond, 
the goals that were set. 
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As a minimum, every college and university should project the past 
staff and parking trends from any data available. The anticipated numbers, 
by assuming no policy changes, or the results of a deliberate policy of 
ignoring the parking and traffic situation, should be projected by all 
colleges and universities. 
1. For colleges and universities the mathematical planning model can 
be derived from the statistical records available. Under the growth condi­
tions prevailing at Iowa State University from 1953 through 1965 the equiva­
lent full time staff can be estimated, with X = 0 for 1959, by a linear 
equation 
Y = 3 ,368.3 + 145.5X. 
The annual growth of 145.5 equivalent full time staff correlated 0.9905 
with statistical records of staff growth. For X = 11, the 1970 predicted 
value of Y is 4970 equivalent full time staff. 
2. Where a plot of the records indicate some curvature a quadratic 
equation may be a more appropriate prediction model for future college and 
university staff. At Iowa State University the plot of the annual record of 
equivalent full time staff indicated a curve which is slightly concave up­
ward. With X = 0 for 1959 the future numbers of equivalent full time staff 
at Iowa State University can be estimated from the derived quadratic equation 
Y = 3,307.6 + 145.5X + 4.3X^ . 
The quadratic equation correlated 0.9954 with statistical records of equiva­
lent full time staff. For X = 11, the 1970 predicted value of Y is 543 0 
equivalent full time staff. 
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3. The quadratic equation thus predicts 460 more staff than the linear 
equation and a value somewhere between, such as 5200 equivalent full time 
staff, is probably a good estimate. To cover the uncertainty of predictions 
based on mathematical equations other disciplines use a factor of safety. 
In planning for traffic and parking however, the estimate is not pushed up­
ward by an increment or factor to cover the uncertainties of trying to pre­
dict performances. 
4. The mathematical model should also be applied to the parking data 
that is available at colleges and universities. The Iowa State University 
linear and quadratic equations from staff parking permit data were derived 
with the 13 year continuous records from 1953 through 1965. The linear 
equation with 0.9720 correlation 
Y = 2,844.1 + 133.8X 
predicts 4320 staff parking permits by 1970. The quadratic equation with 
0.9806 correlation 
Y =2,768.6 + 133.8X + 5.4X^ 
predicts 4890 staff parking permits by 1970. 
Linear and quadratic equations were also derived for the 8 years, 1956 
through 1963, of rapid growth between fee changes. The statistical records 
indicated a substantial drop in parking permits from 1955 to 1956 when fees 
were raised from $1.00 to $3.00 per year and from 1963 to 1964 when a $10.00 
fee was imposed. These equations were derived with X = 0 at 1956. The 
linear, with correlation 0.9685, 
Y = 2,276.4 + 168.3X 
and the quadratic, since the data plot curved rapidly upward, with a 
36f 
correlation 0.9959, 
Y = 2,417.8 + 26.9X + 20.2X^ 
- predicts considerably higher growth rates. Both of these equations were 
offset with X = 0 at 1964 to reflect the conditions after the fee change 
from 1963 to 1964. 
The linear equation when offset becomes 
Y = 3 , 438.6 + 168.3X. 
It predicts 4450 staff parking permits by 1970 for X = 6 and the quadratic 
equation when offset becomes 
Y = 3,580.0 + 26.9X + 20.2X^ 
and predicts 4470 staff parking permits for X = 6 in 1970. 
An estimate of 4450 staff parking permits for 1970 was made for Iowa 
State University from the 4 equations. Using the continuous 13 year data 
the 1970 prediction from the quadratic equation was 570 permits above the 
linear prediction whereas the offset equations have a prediction spread of 
20 permits. 
Colleges and universities should, as a minimum, derive predictions as 
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Table 1. Summary of ratios of parking area to building floor area 
Building uses 
Accumulation 














or service buildings with 
some classroom and 




etc. with some office 
space 783 250,560 1,569,824 0.16 
Total campus 2189 700,480 2,504,667 0.28 
Table 2. Ratios of parking area to building floor area 
Building No. 
Accumulation 













Aeronautics 73 5 1,600 3,848 0.42 
Agr. Engr. 101 57 18,240 40,253 0.45 
Agr. Annex 46 61 19,520 29,080 0.67 
Agronomy 30 68 21,760 52,605 0.41 
Alice Freeman 51 4 1,280 22,503 0.06* 
Alumni 61 11 3,520 19,320 0.18^ 
Armory 100 138 44,160 58,940 0.75 
Atomic Research 10 33 10,560 Classified 
Beardshear 82 164 52,480 75,709 0.70 
^Building ratios for usage generally as laboratories, storage, 
classroom, dormitory, greenhouse, etc. with some office space. The 
remaining buildings without superscript a are generally administra­
tive or service buildings with some laboratory and classroom space. 
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Table 2. (Continued) 
Accumulation Parking Building Parking area 
of cars 1960 area at floor to floor 
May day 320 ft^ area area ratio 
Building No. per car (1960) 
Bevier 4 3 960 4,601 0.21* 
Birch 53 9 2,880 35,099 0.08& 
Building A 74 4 1,280 2,564 0.49 
Building B 69 4 1,280 2,866 0.45 
Building C 75 3 960 3,000 0.32^ 
Building D 76 2 640 3,000 0.21* 
Building E 78 1 320 7,280 0;04& 
Building F 79 5 1,600 7,280 0.22* 
Building 6 80 4 1,230 7,280 0.18* 
Building H 81 4 1,280 9,860 0.13* 
Building J 72 3 960 4,560 0.21* 
Building K 91 0 0 4,560 0.00* 
Building L 96 7 2,240 5,220 0.43 
Building M 12 3 960 6,100 0.16* 
Building N 98 13 4,160 8,960 0.47 
Building 0 102 1 320 7,280 0.04* 
Building R 94 1 320 2,000 0.16* 
Building S 95 1 320 2,320 0.14* 
Book store 88 14 4,480 3,760 1.20 
Botany 25-26 47 15,040 43,885 0.34* 
Campanile 43 0 0 660 0.00* 
Cattle Barn 18 5 1,600 15,927 0.10* 
Central stores 37 26 8,320 14,160 0.59 
Chem, Engr. 92 11 3,520 12,910 0.27* 
Chem. Engr. West 90 3 960 15,278 0.06* 
Chem. Annex 2 38 1 320 6,760 0.05* 
Chemistry 103 76 24,320 118,620 0.20* 
Clara Barton 52 5 1,600 22,412 0.07* 
Clyde Wms. Field 65 5 1,600 No data 
Coburn House 3 0 0 2,830 0.00* 
Collegiate Press 36 28 8,960 14,134 0.63 
Cottages 77 6 1,920 No data 
Curtiss 42 124 39,680 80,085 0.49 
Dairy Industry 40 23 7,360 65,364 0.11* 
Elec. Engr. 93 48 15,360 68,652 0.22 
Ellen Richards 106 3 960 No data 
Elm 49 10 3,200 37,060 0.09* 
English 83 3 960 4,259 0.23 
Engr. Annex 86 17 5,440 37,980 0.14* 
Engr. Exp. Sta. 85 10 3,200 27,500 0.12* 
Exhibit Hall 84 17 5,440 16,185 0.34 
Farm House 29 2 640 No data 
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Table 2. (Continued) 
Building No. 
Accumulation Parking 
of cars 1960 area at 
May day 320 ft^ 
per car 
Building Parking area 
floor to floor 
area area ratio 
(1960) 
Food Process 32 4 1,280 5,700 0.23* 
Friley 63 46 14,720 255,900 0.06* 
Genetics 5 9 2,880 3,720 0.77 
Georgia White 104 2 640 No data 
Golf clubhouse 41 20 6,400 No data 
Greenhouse 14 0 0 No data 
Gymnasium 66 38 12,160 45,368 0.27 
Hog barn 21 4 1,280 6,419 0.20^ 
Home Economics 24 60 19,200 73,290 0.26 
Home Mgt. 23 8 2,560 19,972 0.13* 
Horse barns 16-17 4 1,280 13,122 O.lOa 
Horticulture 27-28 17 5,440 35,380 0.15* 
Hospital 62 11 3,520 37,325 0.09* 
Hughes 64 2 640 29,000 0.02* 
Insectary 7 10 3,200 10,830 0.30 
Judging Pavilion 20 0 0 5,337 0.00* 
The Knoll 58 2 640 No data 
Landscape Arch. 35 11 3,520 11,520 0.31 
Library 99 73 23,360 51,853 • 0.45 
Library storage 6 2 640 10,370 0.06* 
L-Way Cottage 54 3 960 . No data 
Marston 87 64 20,480 48,625 0.42 
Mary Lyon 57 3 960 21,538 0.05* 
Meat Lab. 22 8 2,560 11,475 0.22* 
Mechanical Engr. 70 25 8,000 44,245 0.18* 
Memorial Union 59 144 46,080 104,820 0.44 
Men's Tennis 67 3 960 No data 
Metallurgy 9 28 8,960 51,610 0.15* 
Morrill 89 33 10,560 20,350 0.52 
Music 60 9 2,880 4,330 0.67 
Naval Armory 68 12 3,840 11,400 0.34* 
Norton 2 9 2,880 4,570 0.63 
Oak 50 18 5,760 46,577 0.12* 
Osborn 45 2 640 No data 
Physics 11 69 22,080 54,100 0.41* 
Poultry 33 2 640 2,960 0.22* 
Power plant 39 60 19,200 12,115 1.58 
Research 105 125 40,000 103,174 0.39* 
Roberts 56 2 640 No data 
Science 13 39 12,480 90,995 0.14* 
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Table 2. (Continued) 
Accumulation Parking Building Parking area 
of cars 1960 area ^ at floor to floor 
May day 320 ft^ area area ratio 
Building No, per car (1960) 
Service 97 44 14,080 23,050 0.61 
Sheep 19 5 1,600 8,626 0.18^ 
Sloss House 44 1 320 No data 
Soil Test 31 4 1,280 5,760 0.22& 
T. & A.M. Lab. 71 8 2,560 7,690 0.33* 
Vetrn. Recre. 1 1 320 No data 
Veterinary Clinic 8 48 15,360 60,860 0.25* 
Veterinary Quad 15 61 19,520 39,122 0.50 
Welch Hall 55 17 5,440 36,010 0.15a 
Women's Gym 47 11 3,520 41,050 0.09* 
Women's Tennis 48 0 0 No data 
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Table 3. Reported employment category 
Live on or adjacent to campus 
Time Number yet drove 
Full 1979 454 
3/4 58 15 
1/2 356 197 
1/4 21 9 
Reject 19 30 
Total 2433 705 
Table 4. Reported appointment category 
Time Number 
12 month 795 
9 month (over ^  time) 383 
9 month (under % time) 271 
Service 445 
Hourly 382 




Table 5, Summary of mode of travel to campus 
of mode Drive car^ Ride busb Ride bicycle WalkC 
100 1431 25 3 237 
90 186 4 4 108 
80 114 1 4 50 
70 43 1 8 48 
60 24 0 3 19 
50 104 9 13 • 91 
40 17 1 5 26 
30 51 4 10 41 
20 53 9 13 96 
10 107 38 23 174 
0 303 2341 2347 1543 
Total 2433 2433 2433 2433 
^Total of 2130 drive cars to campus, around 88%. 
^Slightly over 1% ride bus. 
^About 11% walk. 
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Table 6. Home origins of staff 
Zone Dis- Use car pool Duties require use No, of 
no. trict to job of car on campus em-
no. ployees 
11 3 13 38 
12 6 13 43 
13 2 11 34 
14 2 6 23 
13 43 138 
21 2 12 26 
22 3 17 45 
23 9 16 66 
24 2 12 44 
25 6 12 32 
22 69 213 
31 3 16 34 
32 7 32. 88 
33 8 32 81 
34 9 18 62 
35 9 23 63 
36 121 328 
40 0 8 33 
41 0 12 65 
42 1 39 149 
43 2 18 80 
3 77 327 
51 1 28 100 
52 6 43 126 
53 6 44 120 
54 3 57 100 
55 1 17 43 
17 189 489 
61 6 13 69 
62 4 10 26 
63 7 19 52 
17 42 147 
71 3 48 201 
72 3 24 67 
73 4 27 73 
10 99 341 
81 0 4 11 
82 5 8 28 
83 0 1 6 
5 13 45 
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Table 6. (Continued) 
Zone Dis- Use car pool Duties require use No, of 
no. trict to job of car on campus em-
no. ployees 
91 29 16 81 
92 11 0 15 
93 28 11 67 
94 7 5 13 
95 14 17 67 
96 0 7 15 
97 36 35 137 
98 2 3 9 
127 94 404 
Reject 1 
250 747 2433 



































































































































































































































































































Table 7, (Continued) 
50 
District Percent Car Bus Bicycle Walk 
no. travel mode mode mode mode 
by mode 
40 0 0 0 0 
30 0 0 0 1 
20 0 0 0 1 
10 1 1 0 2 
0 0 25 26 21 
Total 26 26 26 26 
100 40 1 0 0 
90 1 0 0 0 
80 0 0 0 0 
70 0 0 0 1 
60 0 0 0 0 
22 50 1 1 0 0 
40 0 0 0 0 
30 1 0 0 0 
20 0 0 0 0 
10 0 1 0 1 
0 2 42 45 43 
Total 45 45 45 45 
100 53 7 0 0 
90 4 0 0 0 
80 0 0 0 0 
70 1 0 0 0 
60 0 0 0 0 
50 0 0 0 0 
23 40 0 0 0 0 
30 0 0 0 1 
20 0 0 0 0 
10 0 3 0 2 
0 8 56 66 63 
Total 66 66 66 66 
100 36 2 G 0 
90 2 1 0 1 
80 0 1 0 0 
70 1 0 0 0 
60 0 0 0 0 
24 50 0 0 0 0 
40 0 0 0 0 
30 0 0 0 1 
20 1 0 0 0 
51 




















































39 44 41 
44 44 44 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
2 0 0 
P 0 0 
29 32 32 
32 32 32 
10 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 G 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 G 0 
0 0 0 
0 G 2 
33 34 32 
34 34 34 
10 0 
0 G .0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
1 1 0 
0 0 0 
10 0 
0 12
2 0 2 
52 














0 1 83 86 84 
Total 88 88 88 88 
100 71 1 0 0 
90 3 , 0 0 0 
80 4 0 0 0 
70 0 0 0 0 
60 0 0 0 0 
33 50 2 1 0 1 
40 0 0 0 0 
30 0 0 0 0 
20 0 2 0 1 
10 0 10 4 
0 1 76 81 75 
Total 81 81 81 81 
100 52 3 0 0 
90 4 2 0 0 
80 0 0 0 0 
70 1 0 0 0 
60 0 0 0 0 
34 50 0 0 0 0 
40 0 0 0 0 
30 0 1 0 0 
20 0 0 0 0 
10 2 4 0 0 
0 3 52 62 62 
Total 62 62 62 62 
100 58 1 0 0 
90 1 0 0 0 
80 2 0 0 0 
70 0 0 0 0 
60 0 0 0 0 
3 5  5 0  1 . 0  0  1  
40 0 0 0 0 
30 0 0 0 0 
20 0 1 0 0 
10 0 1 0 2 
0 1 60 63 60 
Total 63 63 63 63 
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Table 7. (Continued) 
District Percent Car Bus Bicycle Walk • 
no. travel mode mode mode mode 
by mode 
100 3 0 0 26 
90 1 0 0 1 
80 0 0 0 0 
70 0 0 0 2 
60 0 0 0 0 
40 50 0 0 0 0 
(Adjacent) ^0 0 0 0 0 
30 0 0 0 0 
20 0 0 0 0 
10 3 0 0 1 
0 26 33 33 3 
Total 33 33 33 33 
100 8 0 0 20 
90 2 0 1 0 
80 7 0 0 0 
70 0 0 2 6 
60 1 0 0 4 
41 50 5 0 0 6 
(Adjacent) 40 2 0 0 4 
30 7 0 0 4 
20 3 0 1 7 
10 7 0 0 5 
0 23 65 61 9 
Total 65 65 65 65 
100 26 0 1 31 
90 9 0 0 1 
80 8 0 1 0 
70 7 0 0 8 
60 7 0 0 8 
42 50 16 1 4 18 
(Adjacent) 40 1 0 4 21 
30 10 0 5 14 
20 5 0 0 7 
10 23 0 2 11 
0 37 148 132 30 
Total 149 149 149 149 
Table 7, (Continued) 
54 
District Percent Car Bus Bicycle Walk 
no. travel mode mode mode mode 
by mode 
100 8 0 0 18 
90 8 0 1 2 
80 8 0 1 0 
70 3 0 0 8 
60 2 0 0 7 
43 50 9 0 0 9 
(Adjacent) 40 2 0 0 7 
30 5 0 0 3 
20 5 0 0 8 
10 12 0 1 9 
0 18 80 77 9 
Total 80 80 80 80 
100 23 1 0 21 
90 13 0 0 7 
80 10 0 0 2 
70 3 0 2 4 
60 2 0 0 2 
51 50 9 1 0 10 
(Adjacent) 40 2 0 0 2 
30 4 0 0 4 
20 1 0 2 9 
10 7 1 1 14 
0 26 97 95 25 
Total 100 100 100 100 
100 32 3 1 33 
9 0  1 2  1 1 9  
80 9 0 0 5 
70 3 0 1 6 
60 2 0 0 1 
52 50 5 0 0 6 
(Adjacent) 40 1 0 0 3 
30 5 1 2 4 
20 7 0 1 9 
10 11 4 1 12 
0 39 117 119 38 
Total 126 126 126 126 
Table 7. (Continued) 
55 
District Percent Car Bus Bicycle Walk 








100 44 0 0 15 
90 13 0 0 5 
80 13 0 1 4 
70 6 0 1 5 
60 4 0 0 2 
50 7 0 2 5 
40 1 0 0 3 
30 5 1 1 4 
20 3 1 3 14 
10 9 5 1 13 
0 15 113 111 50 
120 120 120 120 
100 50 0 0 8 
90 12 0 0 6 
80 6 0 0 6 
70 6 0 0 2 
60 0 0 0 2 
50 3 0 0 3 
40 1 0 0 0 
30 1 0 1 4 
20 8 0 3 4 
10 7 2 1 14 
0 6 98 95 51 
100 100 100 100 
100 30 0 0 1 
90 5 0 1 0 
80 4 0 0 1 
70 0 0 0 0 
60 0 0 0 0 
50 1 0 0 1 
40 0 0 0 0 
30 0 0 0 0 
20 1 0 0 4 
10 0 0 0 6 
0 2 43 42 30 
43 43 43 43 
100 19 0 0 17 
90 14 0 0 2 
80 4 0 0 1 
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61 50 6 
































0 0 3 
0 0 1 
0 15
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 4 
3 3 13 
66 65 22 
69 69 69 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 2 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 14
26 25 17 
26 26 26 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 11
0 3 0 
10 0 
0 1 1 
0 0 1 
0 2 3 
51 45 46 
52 52 52 
0 0 51 
0 0 17 
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Table 7, (Continued) 
District Percent Car Bus Bicycle Walk 























0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
11 11 9 
11 11 11 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 3 4 
28 25 24 












0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 







91 50 1 
6 6 6 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
10 0 
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Table 7. (Continued) 
District Percent Car Bus Bicycle Walk 
no. travel mode mode mode mode 
by mode 
40 0 0 0 0 
30 0 0 0 0 
20 0 0 0 1 
10 0 0 0 2 
0 0 80 81 78 
Total 81 81 81 81 
100 15 0 0 0 
90 0 0 0 0 
80 0 . 0 0 0 
70 0 0 0 0 
60 0 0 0 0 
92 50 0 0 0 0 
40 0 0 0 0 
. 30 0 0 0 0 
20 0 0 0 0 
10 0 0 0 0 
0 0 15 15 15 
Total 15 15 15 15 
100 63 0 0 0 
90 1 0 0 0 
80 1 0 0 0 
70 1 0 0 0 
60 0 0 0. 0 
93 50 1 1 0 0 
40 0 0 0 0 
30 0 0 0 0 
20 0 0 0 0 
10 0 0 0 0 
0 0 66 67 67 
Total 67 67 67 67 
100 11 0 0 0 
90 1 0 0 0 
80 0 0 0 0 
70 0 0 0 0 
60 0 0 0 0 
94 50 0 0 0 0 
60 



















40 0 0 0 0 
30 0 0 0 0 
20 0 0 0 0 
10 0 1 0 0 
0 1 12 13 13 
13 13 13 13 
100 64 0 0 0 
90 2 0 0 0 
80 0 0 0 0 
70 0 0 0 0 
60 0 0 0 0 
50 0 0 0 0 
40 0 0 0 0 
30 0 0 0 0 
20 0 0 0 0 
10 0 0 0 0 
0 1 67 67 64 
67 67 67 67 
100 15 0 0 0 
90 0 0 0 0 
80 0 0 0 0 
70 0 0 0 0 
60 0 0 0 0 
50 0 0 0 0 
40 0 0 0 0 
30 0 0 0 0 
20 0 0 0 0 
10 0 0 0 0 
0 0 15 15 15 















































Table 7. (Continued) 
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District Percent Car Bus Bicycle Walk 
no. travel mode mode mode mode 
by mode 
10 1 0 0 2 
0 0 136 137 134 
Total 137 137 137 137 
100 9 0 0 0 
90 0 0 0 0 
80 0 0 0 0 
70 0 0 0 0 
60 0 0 0 0 
98 50 0 0 0 0 
40 0 0 0 0 
30 0 0 0 0 
20 0 0 0 0 
10 0 0 0 0 
0 0 9 9 9 
Total 9 9 9 9 
Table 8. Staff reporting arrival at buildings in 1956 
Building Staff who Staff who Accumula­ Use car Live on Duties 
No. Name No.staff^ do not drive tion of pool to or near quire 
drive (frequency) cars 1960 campus campus yet of car 
10-60% 70-100% May dayt) dr iveC campus 
1 Veterans 0 0 0 0 1 i 0 0 0 
2 Norton 9 0 0 9 9 0 6 7 
3 Coburn 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
4 Bevier 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 
5 Genetics 10 1 1 8 9 2 2 2 
6 Library storage 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
7 Insectary 21 3 5 13 10 1 8 9 
8 Veterinary clinic 32 1 2 21 46 2 2 11 
9 Metallurgy 104 11 13 80 28 15 39 13 
10 Atomic research 52 8 7 12 33 2 13 5 
11 Physics 82 8 12 40 69 9 18 17 
12 'M* 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 
13 Science 65 10 16 38 39 1 25 26 
14 Greenhouse 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
15 Veterinary quad 56 1 3 33 61 5 10 16 
16 Horse barn 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
17 Horse barn 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
18 Cattle barn 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 
19 Sheep barn 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 
20 Judging pavilion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
^There were 2433 or 81.8% of staff who returned questionnaire of 2976 listed in 1956 directory. 
^Results of on street interviews include visitors or others going to buildings and represents 
maximum accumulation of cars. 
c 43 
Those living on or adjacent to campus (see Table 7) in districts 40, 41, 42,'51, 52, 61, and 71. 
Table 8. (Continued) 
Building 








21 Hog barn 1 0 0 0 
22 Meat lab 6 0 1 5 
23 Home management . 4 2 0 0 
24 Mackay 120 17 10 66 
25 Botany 101 14 15 27 
26 Botany grnhs. 2 1 0 0 
27 Horticulture 25 2 2 20 
28 Hort. grnhs. 2 0 0 2 
29 Farm House 0 0 0 0 
30 Agronomy 115 9 12 63 
31 Soil test 25 0 5 12 
32 Food process 15 2 6 5 
33 Poultry 0 0 0 0 
34 Agron. grnhs. 3 0 1 1 
35 Landscape Arch. 6 2 0 4 
36 Collegiate Press 27 
37 Central stores 170 
38 Chem. Annex 2 2 
39 Power plant 20 
40 Dairy Industry 35 
41 Golf clubhouse 0 
42 Curtiss 215 
43 Campanile 0 
44 Sloss House 0 










































































































































Table 8. (Continued) 
Building Staff who Staff who 
No. Name No.staff^ do not drive 
dr ive (frequency) 
10-60% 70-100% 
46 Agr. Annex 137 12 12 61 
47 Women's gym 11 1 0 8 
48 Women's tennis 0 0 0 0 
49 Elm 2 0 0 0 
50 Oak 2 0 0 0 
51 A1ice Freeman 3 0 0 0 
52 Clara Barton 1 0 0 0 
53 Birch 3 1 0 0 
54 L-Way Cottage 1 0 0 0 
55 Welch 6 0 0 0 
56 Roberts 1 0 0 0 
57 Mary Lyon 2 0 0 0 
58 The Knoll 2 0 0 0 
59 Memorial Union 48 0 0 0 
60 Music 8 2 0 6 
61 Alumni 5 1 0 4 
62 Hospital 27 6 3 17 
63 Friley 48 0 0 0 
64 Hughes 0 0 0 0 
65 Clyde Wms 0 0 0 0 
66 Men's gym 25 0 0 22 
67 Men's tennis 0 0 0 0 
68 Naval armory 16 0 2 14 
69 'B' 6 0 2 4 
70 Mech. Engr.i 17 0 3 14 
Accumula­ Use car Live on Duties 
tion of pool to or near quire 
cars 1960 campus campus yet of car 
May dayb drive^ campus 
61 4 25 28 
11 0 4 7 
0 0 0 0 
10 0 0 0 
18 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 
9 0 1 0 
3 0 0 0 
17 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 
144 0 0 0 
9 0 3 6 
11 0 2 1 
11 0 7 7 
46 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 
38 0 6 19 
3 0 0 0 
12 1 4 5 
4 1 0 1 
25 2 3 5 
Table 8. (Continued) 
Building Staff who Staff who Accumula­ Use car Live on Duties re­
No. Name No.staf do not drive tion of pool to or near quire use 
drive (frequency) cars 1960 campus campus yet of car on 
10-60% 70-100% May day" dr ive^ campus 
71 T.& A.M. 15 3 3 9 8 1 5 1 
72 'J' 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 
73 Aeronautics 1 1 0 0 5 0 1 0 
74 •A' 2 0 1 1 4 0 0 1 
75 'C 2 0 0 , 1 3 0 0 0 
76 'D' 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
77 Cottages 3 0 0 1 • 6 0 0 1 
78 •E' 3 0 1 2 1 0 1 0 
79 • F' 2 0 0 2 5 0 0 1 
80 'G' 4 1 1 1 4 0 2 1 
81 •H' 48 5 8 13 4 1 11 4 
82 Beardshear 168 26 26 114 164 24 39 20 
83 English 20 1 2 8 3 0 4 1 
84 Exhibit Hall 33 3 6 24 17 1 13 12 
85 Engr.Ex. Sta. 31 5 6 18 10 3 7 8 
86 Engr. Annex 33 3 0 30 17 4 8 12 
87 Marston Hall 86 6 10 69 64 8 17 27 
88 Book store—Hub 17 2 1 14 14 5 2 2 
89 Morrill Hall 64 15 4 45 33 3 18 28 
90 Chem.Engr. W. 6 1 2 3 3 1 1 2 
91 'K' 6 1 1 2 0 0 2 2 
92 Ghem. Engr. 15 3 3 9 11 2 4 3 
93 Elect. Engr. 41 7 7 27 48 5 13 4 
94 •R' 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
95 •S' 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Table 8. (Continued) 
Building Staff who Staff who Accumula- Use car Live on Duties re-
No. Name No. staff^ do not drive tion of pool to or near quire use 
drive (frequency) cars 1960 campus campus yet of car on 
10-60% 70-100% May day^ drive^ campus 
96 'L' 4 1 0 3 7 0 0 1 
97 Service 98 16 8 73 44 16 27 26 
98 'N' 20 2 5 10 13 1 6 3 
99 Library 49 12 5 32 73 4 20 7 
100 Armory 50 1 4 44 138 6 13 21 
101 Agr. Engr. 57 4 6 37 57 3 14 26 
102 '0' 3 0 1 2 1 0 1 1 
103 Chemistry 104 13 18 56 76 11 33 16 
104 Georgia White 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
105 AEG Research 289 16 39 160 125 46 63 25 
106 Ellen Richards 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 
107 Helser 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 
108 Linden 0 0 0 0 17 0 0 0 
Totals 2976 303 356 1774 2302 250 705 747 
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Table 9. Results from 1956 questionnaire 
Do you drive home for lunch? Yes 1410 Yes 1410 
If you do not now drive to work do you expect to 
drive in the future? Yes 335 
Do you drive a college car? No 1954 
Do you come to work in a car pool? No 2064 
Would it be convenient to form a car pool? Yes 130 
Is bus transportation now Convenient for 
home to office transportation? No 1918 
If bus transportation were convenient could you use it? Yes 728 
Are you satisfied with parking as it exists 
in the present lots? Yes 1413 
Table 10. Use of parking areas reported by staff 
Lot Lot No. park- Lot capac- Space de-
no. location ing in lot ity in 1956 ficiencies 
01 N. of West stadium 23 40 
02 W. of Friley Hall 0 0 
03 N. of Hughes Hall 0 0 
04 Union Dr. from Westgate to Beyer Ct. 0 0 
05 N. of Westgate 5 20 
06 W. side of Naval armory 36 37 
07 Behind Building B 8 8 
08 W. of College Hospital 26 14 12 
09 Union Dr. from Beyer Ct. to Welch Rd. 0 0 
10 Service entrance to Friley Hall 0 0 
11 Wlech Rd. from Union Dr. to L.Way 0 0 
12 Union Dr. from Welch Rd. to Morrill Rd 0 0 
13 Behind Alumni Hall 1 2 
14 Morrill Rd. from Union Dr. to 
Morrill Hall 0 0 
15 Morrill Rd. from Morrill 0 0 
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No, park- Lot capac- Space de-
ing in lot ity in 1956 ficiencies 
16 Osborn Dr. from Morrill Rd. 
to Bissell Rd. 0 
17 Inside "U" of Electr.Engr. 9 
18 N. of Engr. Exp. Station 5 
19 SE of Service Building 11 
20 Beardshear lot (central lot) 446 
21 Inside VIj' tennis cts.(M.R.A.) 0 
22 Behind Music Hall 9 
23 South of Building D 0 
24 West of Building A 13 
25 Riggs Court (E. of Engr.Exp.Sta.) 3 
26 Between Engr.jExp.Sta. & 
Exhibit Hall (W.O.I.) 40 
27 W. of Chem. Engr. Bldg. 9 
28 Nursery School area inside 
Beardshear lot 1 
29 15 min. area inside Beardshear lot 2 


















31 Between Bookstore & Morrill Hall 2 
32 Area reserved for gold course 7 
33 Pammel Dr. N. of Intramural 
field 0 
34 Behind Armory 32 
35 Portion of park, lot behind 







36 Pammel Dr. between Lincoln Ct. 
and Research Bldg. 2 
37 Lincoln Court 41 
38 Behind Agr. Engr. Bldg. 8 
39 Court in center of Agr. Engr. 6 
40 Behind Research Bldg. & 
Chemistry Bldg. 164 
41 Pammel Dr. in front of 
Research Bldg. 35 
42 Pammel Court parking lot 108 
43 Small area E. of Pammel lot 8 
44 Between Physics Bldg., & 
Metallurgy Bldg. 124 
45 Between Science Bldg., Green­





















No. park- Lot capac- Space de-
ing in lot ity in 1956 ficiencies 
46 Pammel Dr. from Bevier to 
Clinic Court 
47 Clinic Court 
48 Behind Vet Cliniv 
49 Inside Vet Clinic 
50 Pammel Dr. from Clinic Ct. 
to Stange Court 
51 Grounds around Vet Rec. 
52 Stange Rd. E. of Vet Clinic 
53 Around horse barns 
54 Knoll Rd. N. of Osborn Dr. 







































Between Stange & Knoll Rd. 
north of Osborn Drive 43 
Around hog barns 
West of Soils Lab.- 47 
Between Press Bldg. & Agron. 
Greenhouses 68 
Knoll Rd. between Dairy Ind. 
Bldg. & Osborn Dr. 0 
Wallace Road 6 
Corner of 6th & Wallace Rd. 7 
Around Physical Plant 74 
Around homes N. of Women's Gym 15 
West of Women's Gym 114 
E. of Ag. Annex & S. of 
Dairy Ind. Bldg. 88 
Knoll Rd. between Dairy Ind. 
Bldg. & Union Dr. 0 
On Carrie Lane Court 0 
Behind Elm Hall 0 
On W.- section of Richardson Ct. 0 
On N. section of Richardson Ct. 0 
Behind Oak Hall 0 
Around Home Management Houses 1 
S. section of Richardson Ct.^ 0 
Knoll Rd. between Lincoln Way & 























Table 10. (Continued) 
Lot Lot No. park- Lot capac- Space de-
no. location ing in lot ity in 1956 ficiencies 
76 East of Curtiss Hall 16 18 
77 Union Dr. between-Knoll Rd. & 
entrance to Mem,Union park, lot 10 10 
78 Union Dr. between entrance to 
Mem. Union park, lot & 
Morrill Rd. 3 10 
79 E. side of Memorial Union 3 5 
80 Lot for empl. of Mem. Union 0 0 
81 Morrill Rd. between Union 
Dr. & Lincoln Way 0 0 
82 E. Veterinary Quadrangle 3 4 
83 Osborn Dr. between Knoll Rd. 
& Morrill Rd. 0 0 
84 N. of Botany Greenhouses 97 95 2 
85 N. of Horticulture Lab. 25 11 14 
86 Behind Dairy Industry Bldg. 20 9 11 
Totals 1988 2160 252 
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APPENDIX B. CHARTS 
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Chart 14. South east campus Group III, women's dormitories, and 
gymnasium buildings 
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Chart 19. Genaral stores, power, and Chemical Annex buildings 
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Map 10. Campus parking July 1963 
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APPENDIX D. DATA 
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Data 1. The staff questionnaire 
Iowa State College Traffic and Parking Survey 
1-1 Name 
1-2 Home address 
1-3 Staff or job title 
1-4 Division Department 
1-5 Main office to which assigned 
Building Room No. 
1-6 Secondary office or laboratory 
Building Room No. 
1-7 Encircle appointment category 
A B C E 
1-8 Encircle employment time 
Full 3/4 1/2 1/4 Hourly 
1-9 Daily employment hours 
On Campus Off Campus 






2-1 Encircle the mode of transportation you usually use to get to work. 
Drive Car pool Bus Bicycle Walk 
2-2 Estimate the percentage of the time you may use each of the follow­
ing modes 
Drive Car pool Bus Bicycle Walk 
118 
Encircle 
2-3 Do you drive home for lunch? Yes No 
2-4 If you do not now drive to work do you expect to 
drive in the future? Yes No 
2-5 Do you have a parking permit? Yes No. 
If yes give your permit letter 
permit number 
2-6 In what parking area do you now usually park? 
2-7 Do you find it necessary to use your own car on 
campus to carry out your duties? Yes No 
If yes explain why? 
2-8 Do you drive a college car? Yes No 
If yes state purpose? 
2-9 Do you come to work in a car pool? Yes No 
Would it be convenient to form a car pool? Yes No 
If not please explain why not 
3-1 Is bus transportation now convenient for home to office 
transportation? Yes No 
If no why not? 
3-2 If bus transportation were convenient could you use it? Yes No 
If no why not? 
3-3 Are you satisfied with parking as it exists in 
present lots? Yes No 
3-4 Would you be willing to pay a nominal fee of about 
15<J per day for a stall in a paved parking lot? Yes No 
3-5 Would you prefer metered parking in paved lots? Yes No 
3-6 Would you be willing to pay a fee of about 25(J per day 
in an adequate enclosed parking garage if made 
available? Yes No 
./... 
M» s zTzsMM A Sn'n 3? 38 33404142 4^ 4 <^4 4^6 45-^ si sî sS sf si sS s> ss â 69 st 6 
1 1 1 1  n  1 1 1 1 1  n  1 1 1 I I 1  n  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  m i  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 ^ 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 9 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3  
' - ' ^ -i : 
4 4 4 4 4 4 4  4  4  4 4 4  4 4 4 4  4  4 4 4 4 4  4 4 4 4  4  4 4 4 4 4 4 4  4  4  4 4 4 4 4 4 4  4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4  
5 S 5 5 5 5 5 5 5:15 55 5 5 5 55 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5J5 5 5 5 Sn 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
6 S 6 6 6 6 6 8 6 6 6,S 6 6 6 e 6 6 6 6 6.5 6 6 6 6 6 & 6 6 615 6 6 6 6 6 6 6.6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 G 6 6 N 6 6 6 6 6 6 
7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7 7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  
9 3 9 9 3 3 9 3 9 3 9 9 9 3.3 3 9 9 9 9.939 9 3 9 9 9 3 9 9 9 3 3 9 3 3 9 9 9 9 3 9 9 9 9 3 9 9 3 9 33 3 9 9 3 3 
Data 2. The card layout 
VO 
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Data 3. The coding index 
Columns 1, 2, 3, 4 are code punched 0001 through 2433 for the staff re­
turns in alphabetical sequence. 
Columns 5, 6 are code punched 1 through 9 in column 5 for the zones 
listed in Table 6 and located on Map 13, For the 49 districts 
both columns are number punched as in Table 6 and on Map 13. 
Columns 7, 8 are used for 12 numbered classifications with job title 


















Graduate assistant, research assistant, research associate, 








Columns 9, 10, 11 are code punched 1 through 9 in column 9 for the college 
divisions. The departments within are punched in columns 10 
and 11. 




112 Animal Husbandry 




117 Landscape Architecture 
118 Poultry Husbandry 
119 Technical Journalism 
121 Vocational Education 
122 Agricultural Extension 




























































Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 
Engineering Graphics 




Food and Nutrition 




Physical Education for Women 




Economics and Sociology 
English and Speech 
Geology 







Air Science and Tactics 
Modern Languages 
Music 










513 Medicine and Surgery 
514 Obstetrics and Radiology 
515 Pathology 
516 Physiology and pharmacology 
517 Veterinary Medical Research Institute 
518 Iowa Veterinary Medical Diagnostic Lab 
Graduate 600 Graduate College 
Physical 700 Physical Plant 
Administration 
800 Administration 
900 Federal Offices 
12, 13, 14 are code punched 001 through 108 for campus buildings. 
The building names are listed in alphabetical sequence and 
numbered as in Table 2. The building names are cross identified 
by using the numerical sequence in Table 8. For location, Map 1 
shows the position and code number for each building on campus. 





Column 18 is code punched for appointment category with A=1, B=2, C=3, 
E=4, part time=5, and federal=9. 
Column 19 is code punched for employment time with full time=l, 3/4 time= 
2, 1/2 time=3, 1/4 time=4, hourly=5, and federal=9. 
Columns 20 through 43 are code punched for daily employment hours on and 
off campus. Each column for a.m.. or p.m. start and ending of 
daily work period is as shown on the card layout. Data 2. 
Within each column the code numbers punched for the hours 
indicated are 
Before 7 Code 1 1 to 2 Code 6 
7 to 7:30 Code 2 2 to 5 Code 7 
7:30 to 8 Code 3 5 to 6 Code 8 
8 to 12 Code 4 After 6 Code 9 
12 to 1 Code 5 
123 
Column for travel mode are 44 Drive, 45 Bus, 46 Bicycle, and 47 Walk. 
Within each column the code numbers punched for percent 
of the time each mode was used are: 
0 100% 6 60% 
1 10% 7 70% 
2 20% 8 80% 
3 30% 9 90% 
4 40% X Car pool 
5 50% Y 0% 
Columns 48, 49, 50 and columns 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, and 
62 are used as shown on the card layout, Data 2, Within each 
column the codes punched are 0 for no data, yes=l, no=2. 
Columns. 51 ;_.5?_3T'e code punched 01 through 86 for the parking areas 
numbered and described in Table 10 and located on Map 10. 
In addition code 99 is punched for service parking in all 
areas, XX for ride in car, and YY for no car. 
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Figure 2. Staff and parking trends with 8 years growth between fae changes 
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APPENDIX F. CmPUTATIONS 
Computation 1. Sumaty of mathematical planning model derivation# 
%arB predicted 
19S3 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 
Numbers of staff, 
full-time equiva­
lent basis* 2489 2 701 2868 2975 3 071 3201 32 91 3409 3 529 3 752 3 950 4175 43 77 
y^O.9954 
Mathematical 
planning model® 2590.7 2688.5 2795.0 2910.1 3033.9 3166.4 3307.6 3457.4 3615.9 3783.1 3959.0 4143.5 4336.7 4540 4750 4970 5200 5430 
r 9 0.9905 
Mathematical 
planning model® 24*5.3 2640.8 2786.3 2931.8 3077.3 3222.8 3368.3 3 513.8 3659.3 3804.8 3 950.3 4095.8 4241.3 4390 4530 4680 4820 4970 
Numbers of staff 
permits equivalent 
parking privileges^  20» 2296 2465 2415 2492 2538 2633 2850 3132 3270 3593 3 579 3627 
0.9806 
Mathematical 
planning model^ 2160.0 2234.5 2319.7 2415.6 2522.6 2640.2 2768.6 2907.8 3057.7 3218.5 3390.0 3572.3 3765.3 3970 4180 4410 4650 4890 
r = 0.9720 
Mathematical 
planning model^ 2041.4 2175.2 2309.0 2442.7 2576.5 2710.3 2844.1 2977.9 3111.6 3245.4 3379.2 3513.0 3646.8 3780 3910 4050 4180 4320 tO* 
00 
Permit numbers 
between fee changes 
equivalent parking 
privilege»: (2296) (2465) 2415 2492 2538 2633 2850 3132 3170 3593 (3579) (3627} 
^ 0.9959 
Mathematical 
planning model*» 2417.8 2464.9 2552.4 2680.3 2848.5 3057.2 3306.2 3595.7 3580 3630 3710 3840 4010 4220 4470 
r = 0.9685 
Mathematical 
planning model^ 2276.4 2444.7 2613.0 2781.2 2949.5 3117.8 3286.1 3454.3 3440 3610 3 780 3940 4110 4280 4450 
*lowa State University annual "financial report** 
= 3,3 07.576 + 145.5001 + 4.338%^; 2nd degree equation based on 13 year growth and derived about 1959 as X >« 0 
^Y = 3,368.308 + 145.500X; 1st degree equation based on 13 year growth and derived about 1959 as X • 0 
^lowa State University physical plant fall quarter parking data 
^ = 2,768.617 • 133.780X + 5,390x?; 2nd degree equation based on 13 year growth and derived about 1959 as X « 0 
^Y - 2,844.077 * l33.7a0X; 1st degree equation based on 13 year growth and derived about 1959 as X * 0 
®Data in brackets, 1954, 1955, 1964, 1965, for comparison only 
Nile 2nd degree prediction equation Y = 
1. 
— 3 ,580.0000+ 26.8988X • 20.1964^ with 1964 as X » 0 is derived fMm 8 years growth a 
The 1st degree prediction equation Y » 3 ,438.625 • 168.274X with 1964 as X = 0; derived from 8 years growth data ind Y = 2.276.417 • 168 274X with 
1956 as X = 0 and the Y Intercept changed from 2,276.417 to 3,438.625 
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Computation 2. Derivation of mathematical planning models for staff 
projection equations with 13 years of growth data 
Report Staff 
of June full-time 







1957 3 ,071 
1958 3 ,201 
1959 3 ,291 
1960 3 ,409 
1961 3 ,529 
1962 3,752 
1963 3 ,950 
1964 4,175 
1965 4,377 
















1st 2Y = a.n + b2X 
2nd 2XY =a%+b2X^ 
For a Y-a 
X X^ XY X4 X^Y 
-6 36 -14,934 1296 89,604 
-5 25 -13,505 625 67,525 
-4 16 -11,472 256 45,888 
-3 9 -8,925 81 26,775 
-2 4 -6,142 16 12,284 
-1 1 -3 ,201 1 3 ,201 
0 0 0 0 0 
+1 1 +3,409 1 3 ,409 
+2 4 +7,058 16 14,116 
+3 9 +11,256 81 33,768 
+4 16 +15,800 256 63 , 2 00 
+5 25 +20,875 625 104,3 75 
+6 36 +26,262 1296 157,572 
0 182 +26,481 4,550 621,717 
2X 2X2 2XY 2X'^ 2x2 Y 
r Y = a+bX 
or 43, 788 = a(13) + b(0) 
or 26, 481 = a(0) + b(18.2) 
3 ,368.308 From let 
13 
For b b = = 145.500 
Y = 3 ,368.3 08 + 145.500 X 
From 2nd 
The correlation coefficient 
n2XY - 0 
r = 
^(n2X^-0)(n2Y^-(2Y)^) 
(13)(26,481) - 0 
r = 
\^(13)(182)-0)((13)(151,4l8,574)-(43,788)2) 
r = 0.99052 
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The "normal" equations for Y = a+bX+cX^ 
1st 2Y = an +bZX+ c2X^ or 43,788 = a(13) + b(0) + c(182) 
2nd 2XY = a&X+ bZX^ + clX^ or 26,481 = a(0) + b(182) + c(0). 
3rd = aSX^+bZX3+ cZX^ or 621,717 = a(182) + b(0) + c(4,550) 
For b b = ^^222^ ~ 145.500 From 2nd 
For c 
43 , 788 = a 13 + c 182 From 1st 
621,717 = a 182 + c 4,550 From 3rd 
For a 
42 998 484 
= • = 3.307.576 From 1st and c 
Y = 3,307.576 + 145.500X + 4.338X^ 
Find the index of correlation for the curve equation 
^2 _ aZY + bZXY + cZX^Y -
~ 2(Y2) - rtY^ 
2 ;JUO.JVO.^ 
^ 151,418,574 - (13 )(3,368.308)2 
p2 = (3 ,3 0 7.576)(43 , 788)+(145.5)(26 , 481)+(4.33 8)(621,717)-(13)(3,3 6 8 3 08)3 
y^= 0.99535 
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Computation 3. Derivation of mathematical planning models for parking 








Y Y^ X x2 XY x4 X^Y 
1953 2,083 4,338,889 -6 36 -12,498 1296 74,988 
1954 2,296 5,271,616 -5 25 -11,480 625 57,400 
1955 2,465 6,076,225 -4 16 -9,860 256 3 9,440 
1956 2,415 5,832,225 -3 9 -7,245 81 21,735 
1957 2,492 6,210,064 -2 4 -4,984 . 16 9,968 
1958 2,538 6,441,444 -1 1 -2,538 1 2,538 
1959 2,633 6,932,689 0 0 0 0 0 
1960 2,850 8,122,500 +1 1 +2,850 1 2,850 
1961 3,132 9,809,424 +2 4 +6,264 16 12,528 
1962 3,270 10,692,900 +3 9 +9,810 81 29,430 
1963 3,593 12,909,649 +4 16 +14,3 72 256 57,488 
1964 3,579 12,809,241 +5 25 +17,895 625 89,475 
1965 3 ,627 13,155,129 +6 36 +21,762 1296 13 0,572 
13 36,973 108,601,995 0 182 24,348 4,550 528,412 
n 2Y SY^ 2X 2X2 SXY gx^ ax^Y 
Solve "normal" equations as in computation 2. 
Y. = 
36,973 
^ " 13 = 2,844.077 
b = =133.780 
Y = 2,844.077 + 133.78OX 
(13)(24,348) - 0 
r = 
\/((13)(182)-0)(Cl3)(108,601,995)-C36,973)^) 
r = 0.97196 
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The "normal" equations as in Computation 2 
for c 
36,973 = a 13 + c 182 
528,412 = al82 + c 4,550 
= = 2,768.617 
Y = 2,768.617 + 133.780X + 5.390X^ 
The index of correlation 
= (2,768.617)(36.973)+(133.78)(24,348)+(5.39)(528.412)-(13)(2,844.077)^ 
108,601,995 - (13)(2,844.077)2 
0.98060 
Computation 4. Derivation of mathematical planning models for parking 







X^Y n Y Y^ X X2 X^ XY 
1956 2,415 5,832,225 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1957 2,492 6,210,064 1 1 1 1 2,492 2,492 
1958 2,538 6,441,444 2 4 8 16 5,076 10,152 
1959 2,633 6 , 932 , 6 8 9 3 9 27 81 7,899 23 ,697 
1960 2,850 8,122,500 4 16 64 256 11,400 45,600 
1961 3 ,132 9,809,424 5 25 125 625 15,660 78,300 
1962 3 ,2 70 10,692,900 6 36 216 1 ,296 19,620 117,720 
1963 3,593 12,909,649 7 49 343 2 ,401 25,151 176,057 
8 22,923 66,950,895 28 140 00
 
,676 87,298 454,018 
n 2Y 2Y2 SX 2X2 2X3 2X^ 2XY 2X^Y 
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-^22^923 = 2,865,375 
The "normal" equations for Y = a + bX 
1st 2Y.= an + bgX 
2n<i 2XY = aZX + bgX^ 
For a 
22,923 = a 8 + b 28 From 1st 
87,298 = a 28 + b 140 . From 2nd 
a = = 2,276.417 
For b 
22,923 = (2,276.417)(8) + b 28 From 1st and a 
b = = 168.274 
Zo -
*Y = 2,276.417 + 168.274X 
Find the linear correlation coefficient 




(8)(87,298) - (28)(22,923) 
V((8)(140)-(28)j)((8)(66,950,895)-(22,923)2) 
r = 0.96850 
The "normal" equations for Y = a + bX = cx2 
1st SY = an + b2X + c2X^ 
2nd 2XY = agX + b2x2 + c2X^ 
3rd 2X2Y - agx2 + bZX^ + c2X^ 
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1st 22,923 = a 8 + b 28 + c 140 
2nd 87,298 = a 28 + b 140 + c 784 
3rd 454,018 = al40 + b 784 + c 4,676 
For c 
5.0 X 1st 114,615 = a 40 + b 140 + c 700 
2nd -87,298 =-a 28 - b 140 - c 784 
4th 27,317 = a 12 0 - c 84 
5.6 X 2nd 488,868.8 = a 156.8 + b 784 + c 4,390.4 
3rd -454,018.0 =-a 140.0 - b 784 - c 4,676.0 
5th 34,850.8 = a 16.8 0 - c 285.6 
1.4 X 4th 38,243.8 = a 16.8 - c 117.6 
5th -34,850.8 =-a 16.8 + c 285.6 
3,393 . 0 = 0 + c 168.0 
3 ,3 93 .0 
^ = 20.19643 
For a 
4th 27,317 = a 12 - (20.19643 )(84) 
_ _ 29,013.50012 
a — = 2,417.79168 
For b 
1st 22,923 = (2,417.79168)(8) + b 28 + (20.19643)(140) 
. ^e.89880 
*Y = 2417.79168 + 26.89880X + 20.19643X^ 
Find index of correlation for the curve equation 





65,950,895 - 65,682,991.125 
p- 0.99594 
* Using the 1st and 2nd degree equations derived from the 8 year's 
growth data, 1956 through 1963, between parking fee changes, predict the 
5 year 1966 through 1970 estimated parking permits to be expected. The 
2 values of actual permits issued, from 1964 and 1965 have a beginning 
similarity with the original 1956 and 1957 actual permits issued data 
at the starting years of the mathematical predictor models. Thus a 
starting number of 3580 for 1964 was selected as the beginning value 
for the 2nd degree equation. And, since the 1st degree equation starts 
141.3 75 below the beginning value of the 2nd degree equation, to have 
comparable data predictions, the starting value of the 1st degree 
equation is at 3,438.625. 
Y = 3 , 438.62 5 + 168.2 74X 
Y = 3,580.000 + 26.89880X + 20.19643X^ 
Computation 5. The location of group centroids of parking accumulation 
Using the Campanile as the X=0 and Y=0 coordinates for the center 
of the campus the centroids were computed by measuring the map coordinate 
in X and Y feet of each building center where a car accumulation occurs,A, 
Then multiplying the building's 1960 car accumulation by the X, as well 
as Y, coordinates of the building an arm value refenced to the campus 
center is obtained. With A as the symbol for car accumulation the co­
ordinates X and y of the group centroid are obtained as follows; 




Group I X = " ^ 5 2 j =  - 9 0 9  y  =  =  + 4 2 1  
Group II X =-1.571 y = ° = -310 
Group III X = **^64^° =+1,441 y = = -22 7 
Group IV X = = +841 y = = +500 
Group V X = *^^^275° = *^16 y = = 1,152 
Group VI X = -^20^690^ _654 y = = +1,557 
Group VII X = = +58 Y = = -621 
^ = ^ ^XOÏÏT = -267 7 = = +756 
